Quick-Silver™
Poly Electric Spreaders

7.5' - 2 Cubic Yard Capacity

The next generation of Air-Flo® dual motor electric spreaders. Featuring a tough 1/4" double walled poly hopper combined with the exclusive Power-Flo™ Drive System...
A patented highly efficient gear drive system that gives the spreader tremendous power while lowering amp draw. The Poly Spreader is engineered to fit both 6' and 8' truck beds.
Quick-Detach Chute

By rotating (2) spring loaded pins, the spinner chute can be quickly and easily removed.

The Quick-Silver™ Poly Electric Spreader’s cab control features independent and variable speed controls as well as Blast, Pause and Auxiliary power. Our proprietary Anti-Jam technology auto-reverses the conveyor should a jam exist. The Blast feature can deliver 46 amps of power while the Pause feature allows you to avoid wasting material without disrupting your current settings.

Controller Features:
- Variable Speed Control for Two Motors
- Auto-Reversing Conveyor - Helps to clear out jammed material.
- Blast Button - Large and illuminated.
- Pause Switch - Spreader Savr™
- Low and Over Voltage Shut Down
- Safety Ignition enable
- Over Temperature Shut Down


Caution: The combined weights of truck chassis, spreader and cargo must not exceed the gross vehicle rating of the truck. Air-Flo Manufacturing reserves the right to change design specifications and furnish products so altered without prior notice.